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University of Pittsburgh Press, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Human settlement of the Lower Mississippi River Valley--especially in New
Orleans, the region s largest metropolis--has produced profound and dramatic environmental
change. From prehistoric midden building to late-twentieth century industrial pollution,
Transforming New Orleans and Its Environs traces through history the impact of human activity
upon the environment of this fascinating and unpredictable region. In eleven essays, scholars
across disciplines--including anthropology, architecture, history, natural history, and geography--
chronicle how societies have worked to transform untamed wetlands and volatile floodplains into a
present-day sprawling urban center and industrial complex, and how they have responded to the
environmental changes brought about by the disruption of the natural setting. This new text follows
the trials of native and colonial settlers as they struggled to shape the environment to fit the needs
of urbanization. It demonstrates how the Mississippi River, while providing great avenues for
commerce, transportation, and colonization also presented the region s greatest threat to urban
centers, and details how engineers set about taming the mighty river. Also featured is an analysis of
the impact of modern New Orleans upon the surrounding rural parishes and the...
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The best publication i actually study. We have study and that i am certain that i will likely to study once more again later on. Your daily life span will likely
be transform the instant you total reading this book.
-- Mr s. Alene Leff ler  DV M-- Mr s. Alene Leff ler  DV M

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this
pdf to discover.
-- Da r r in K utch-- Da r r in K utch
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